A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE EVENTS

Season III

Design Presentation
EXT. MOUNTAIN ROAD
(ILLUSTRATION)
EXT. MOUNT FRAUGHT
(SET PHOTO)
EXT. MOUNT FRAUGHT
(SET PHOTO)
EXT. STRICKEN STREAM

(ILLUSTRATION)
EXT. STRICKEN STREAM

(SET PHOTO)
EXT. CAVE ENTRANCE
(SEТ PHOTO)
INT. BURNT VFD HEADQUARTER
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. BURNT VFD HEADQUARTER
(SET PHOTO)
INT. BURNT VFD HEADQUARTER
(SET PHOTO)
INT. BURNT VFD HEADQUARTER
(SET PHOTO)
INT. VERNACULARLY FASTENED DOOR

(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. VERNACULARLY FASTENED DOOR
(SET PHOTO)
EXT. FROZEN WATERFALL
(ILLUSTRATION)
EXT. FROZEN WATERFALL
(SET PHOTO)
EXT. FROZEN WATERFALL
(SET PHOTO)
EXT. OPEN SEA
(ILLUSTRATION)
EXT. SKYSCRAPER
(ILLUSTRATION)
EXT. SKYSCRAPER
(SET PHOTO)
EXT. QUEEQUEG SUBMARINE
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. QUEEQUEG SUBMARINE AIRLOCK
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. QUEEQUEG SUBMARINE AIRLOCK
(SET PHOTO)
INT. QUEEQUEG SUBMARINE
CONTROL ROOM (ILLUSTRATION)
INT. QUEEQUEG SUBMARINE
CONTROL ROOM (SET PHOTO)
INT. QUEEQUEG SUBMARINE HALLWAY
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. QUEEQUEG SUBMARINE HALLWAY

(SET PHOTO)
INT. QUEEQUEG SUBMARINE LIBRARY
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. QUEEQUEG SUBMARINE LIBRARY

(SET PHOTO)
EXT. CARMELITA SUBMARINE

(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. CARMELITA SUBMARINE HELM
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. CARMELITA SUBMARINE HELM  
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. CARMELITA SUBMARINE HELM
(SETHOTO)
INT. CARMELITA SUBMARINE
ROWING ROOM (ILLUSTRATION)
INT. CARMELITA SUBMARINE ROWING ROOM (ILLUSTRATION)
INT. CARMELITA SUBMARINE
ROWING ROOM (SET PHOTO)
INT. CARMELITA SUBMARINE KITCHEN (SET PHOTO)
INT. CARMELITA SUBMARINE CORRIDOR (ILLUSTRATION)
INT. CARMELITA SUBMARINE
BRIG (SET PHOTO)
INT. GROTTO
(SETT PHOTO)
INT. GROTTO

(SET PHOTO)
EXT. BATHYSHERE
(ILLUSTRATION)
EXT. HOTEL DENOUEMENT
(ILLUSTRATION)
EXT. HOTEL DENOUEMENT
(SET PHOTO)
INT. HOTEL DENOUEMENT

(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. HOTEL DENOUEMENT
(SET PHOTO)
INT. HOTEL DENOUEMENT
(SET PHOTO)
INT. HOTEL DENOUEMENT
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. HOTEL DENOUEMENT

(SET PHOTO)
INT. HOTEL DENOUEMENT
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. HOTEL DENOUEMENT

(SET PHOTO)
EXT. HOTEL ROOFTOP
(ILLUSTRATION)
EXT. HOTEL ROOFTOP
(SET PHOTO)
INT. HOTEL SAUNA

(SET PHOTO)
INT. HOTEL ROOM

(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. HOTEL KITCHEN
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. HOTEL LAUNDRY ROOM
(SETT PHOTO)
INT. OPERA HOUSE STAGE
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. OPERA HOUSE BOXES

(SET PHOTO)
INT. OPERA HOUSE HALL
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. OPERA HOUSE HALL
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. OPERA HOUSE HALL
(ILLUSTRATION)
INT. OPERA HOUSE HALL
(SETPHOTO)
EXT. MUSIC HALL ALLEY
(ILLUSTRATION)